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1 Extended Abstract

Feature Selective Validation(FSV) method is a widespread validation method of computational electromagnetic
(CEM), and it is adopted in the IEEE Standard 1597.1/2 as the formal technique procedure for validation of
CEM [1]. Currently, the validation of Radar Cross Section(RCS) data by FSV has inspired many attention and
some application of FSV for RCS has proposed [2]. However, the parameters used in FSV method are determined
by eight pairs of electromagnetic compatibility data sets. Compared with electromagnetic compatibility data, the
RCS data is with larger amplitude range and more serious oscillation in terms of the frequency, and the waveform
is more complex which is with more peaks and oscillation regions. Previous studies have identified some problems
when applying FSV to the RCS data with peaks and oscillations. Thus, it is essential to make some improvement
of the traditional FSV when it applies to RCS data. Therefore, in order to overcome these drawbacks, this paper
proposed an automatically method for validating the RCS data with peaks and oscillation using FSV.

The idea of proposed method follows the same logic applied by experts when they analyze a RCS signal with
peaks and oscillations, dividing the signal into the peaks regions, oscillation regions and normal regions. This
method first automatically extracts the peak and oscillation regions according to the data statistical features and
determines the boundaries of each region, while the region boundaries only depends on the data and requires
no visual intervention. Then, deploy the weight of each region according to its energy distribution to make the
validation results more reasonable. Finally, calculate the sum of all the regions FSV validation results and achieve
the validation results of the whole data.

To validate the feasibility of the proposed method, we compare the validation results among the traditional FSV,
the proposed method and experts assessment according to four pairs of typical RCS data sets with peaks and
oscillation regions. The RCS data and expert results used in this paper are from a survey [3]. The quantitative
results are outlined in Table 1 where FSV represents the validation results of traditional FSV method, Expert is the
expert assessment results and R-FSV demonstrates the proposed method. It is shown that the proposed method is
more reasonable and closer to the experts assessment results than the traditional FSV method from the statistical
results,.

Table 1. Comparison of assessment given by different methods

Data FSV Expert R-FSV

Data a 0.5350 0.3895 0.4062
Data b 0.6046 0.35 0.4108
Data c 0.6767 0.4921 0.5642
Data d 0.7473 0.9973 0.9004
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